
 

Important Dates For Your Diary 

 

September 

21st  Responsible Pet Ownership Prep 

 

22nd  LAST DAY OF TERM 3  

 Assembly 1:30 

 Early Dismissal 2:30 

 

October 

9th FIRST DAY OF TERM 4 

9th  After-School Robotics Rescue Club Members 

10th  2018 Prep Transition Session  

10th  After-School Lego League Robotics Members 

11th  Swimming Program Yrs P-3 

12th  Swimming Program Yrs P-3 

13th  Swimming Program Yrs P-3 

16th  Swimming Program Yrs P-3 

16th  After-School Robotics Rescue Club Members 

17th  Swimming Program Yrs P-3 

17th  Electrical Engineering 3:30 – 4:30 

17th  After-School Lego League Robotics Members 

17th  Mandarin Classes 3:30 – 4:30 Yrs1-2 

18th  Swimming Program Yrs P-3 

18th  Coding 1:30 – 2:30 and 3:30 – 4:30 

19th  Swimming Program Yrs P-3 

19th  Chess 1:30 – 2:30 and 3:30 – 4:30 

20th  Swimming Program Yrs P-3 

23rd  After-School Robotics Rescue Club Members 

24th SMART8 Yrs 3-6 

24th  Electrical Engineering 3:30 – 4:30 

24th  After-School Lego League Robotics Members 

24th  Mandarin Classes 3:30 – 4:30 Yrs1-2 

25th  Coding 1:30 – 2:30 and 3:30 – 4:30 

 

 

PRINCIPAL’S REPORT 

 

Dear Members of the Glen Waverley Primary School 
Community, 
 
Welcome to another fabulous and the final edition of 
our school newsletter for Term Three – wow, it is 
amazing to think that three quarters of the school year 
has come and gone!  
 

Staffing Update 
The second element of our school philosophy states, 
“Building Staff Capacity is Paramount” recently I 
received the following news regarding our beloved 
Assistant Principals: 
 
Mr. Damien Kitch – I am extremely excited and proud 
to report that Mr. Kitch has been appointed as the 
substantive Principal at Upwey South Primary School. 
This is a dream come true and a fabulous achievement 
for Damien, his family and also a wonderful 
appointment for the Upwey South PS community. In 
lieu of Damien’s and Mr. de Villa’s appointment (see 
below), we will undertake the recruitment process 
shortly.  
 

Mr. Jeff de Villa – as you would be aware, Mr. de Villa 
has been the Acting Assistant Principal (Operations) 
since mid-Term One. I am also very proud to announce 
that Jeff has been appointed as the Acting Principal at 
Gruyere Primary School for Term Four.  Naturally this is 
fabulous news for Jeff, his family and the Gruyere PS 
community.  
Congratulations Jeff and on behalf of the entire Glen 
Waverley PS community, a sincere thank you for your 
fabulous contribution to our school and we all wish you 
well with your future endeavours.  
 

 

UNIFORM SHOP 
 

Situated in the West Wing on the School Grounds 

Open Monday between 3.00 – 4.30 pm 

Wednesday between 8:15 – 9:30 

Closed Public Holidays and School Holidays 

Orders may be left with the office 

 

SCHOOL LUNCH ORDERS 
 

Lunch orders are available from our service provider Balance Living 

Catering five days a week. 

Ordering is done through an online service, details of which are 

available on our website or visit 

http://www.balancedlivingcatering.com.au/ 

school-lunch-ordering.html 
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Staffing Update (cont’d) 
Mrs Lisa Gough – the substantive Principal at 
Hughesdale PS has decided to retire and Mrs Gough 
has been asked to remain as the Acting Principal for 
Term Four. I am very pleased to report that Mrs. 
Helen Tomecek will continue in the role of Acting 
Assistant Principal (Curriculum). 
 
School Gymnasium Update 
The progress of our new gymnasium continues to be 
on track. Over the past fortnight the builders have 
completed all of the foundation related cement 
works and have now commenced installing the steel 
frame. Over the next week or so they anticipated 
completing the framing section and will then 
commence: 

 Base brickwork for the footings 

 Concreting for the paving on the outside of the 
gymnasium  

 The internal concrete slab and 

 The roof.  
Naturally this is very exciting and I look forward to 
sharing progress photographs in the first newsletter 
of Term Four. 

 

 

Victorian State School Spectacular  
The 2017 Victorian State School Spectacular was held last Saturday 
and as usual, it really was an amazing and truly brilliant spectacular! 
This year’s theme was “Anything is Possible” which was quite apt as 
it is incredible what children are able to achieve when they are 
provided with the opportunity. Congratulations and well done to 
the following children for their stellar efforts: 
 
Mass Dance: 

 Savreen, Odelia, Janessa (Year 3) 

 Nethaya, Vinuki, Helaka, Tharusha, Tamanna, Elaine, Saanjh, 
Channel, Rehansa, Kushali, Chamali, Komal and Hansi (Year 4) 

 
Mass Choir: 

 Sumitha, Sia S, Sanulya and Chanu (Year 4) 

 Sofia, Amy, Kuvam, Sophia, Rasna, Chloe, Trisha, Chathmee, 
Cyril, Dasuni, Archi (Year 5)  

 Pranav, Vimani, Molly, Nulara, Taslima, Joyce, Brianna, Amaya, 
Nicki, Maheli, Jasmine and Sapna (Year 6)  

  
As with all school events, our school’s participation in the Victorian 
State School Spectacular would have not been possible if it were not 
for the commitment and enthusiasm of our wonderful staff. A 
sincere thank you and well done to Ms. Wood and Ms. Park for 
overseeing the Mass Choir the Mass Dances (respectively), and for 
their wonderful leadership and coordination leading up to, and 
throughout the Spectacular. Also a sincere thank you to Mrs. 
Bhagat, Mrs. Bailey, Mrs. Tomecek and Miss Smith (Kristy) for their 
assistance. Congratulations and well done everyone, I hope you are 
as proud of yourself as I am of you!  
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 Year 6 Camp  
Last week was certainly an amazing, fun and challenged 
filled week for our fabulous Year 6 students as they had 
the opportunity to experience so many wonderful 
activities at Camp Adanac! The children returned on 
Friday looking somewhat exhausted however incredibly 
proud of themselves as they completed an amazing 
array of activities that tested their confidence, self-
esteem and ability to challenge themselves. Throughout 
the week the children undertook the following tasks: 
 
Flying fox, Camp cooking, Low ropes, Hut building, 
Canoeing, Raft making, Waterslide, Trampoline/cage 
soccer, Disc golf and Mountain boarding.  
 
Congratulations and well done everyone!  
 
Naturally a school camp is not possible if it were not for 
the staff and other adults who attended and also 
organised the camp. A sincere thank you and well done 
to Mr Laffy for his fabulous organisation and the 
following adults who attended; Mr Laffy, Ms. Rennie, 
Ms. Donoghue, Ms. Liberty, Mrs. Lowe, Mr. McCormick, 
Mr. Hudson, Mr. de Villa, Mrs. Platt, Ms Wang, Mrs. 
Tomecek, Ms. Park, Mrs. Pryde, Mrs. Seinke, Ms. Smart 
(Student Teacher) and Mrs Ho (Parent and School 
Councillor)  
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2018 Enrolments  
I would like to remind families with children who will be beginning school in 2018 that we are taking enrolments now 
and that they are also closing rapidly as we only have a very small number of positions available. I strongly encourage 
you to ensure you return your child’s enrolment form to Jenny, Kylie or Julie in the main office as soon as possible.  
We also ask that members of our school community assist us by informing any of their neighbours of the enrolment 
procedures and direct them to the office to collect an enrolment form or our school website – www.glenps.vic.edu.au. 
School tours are available every Tuesday morning commencing at 9:30 and also upon request.  Please call the school on 
9802 9938 to book a tour. 
 
 
Council of International Schools Conference  
Recently Mrs. Lowe, Ms. Garzberg, Mr. Edwards and I had the opportunity to attend the 2017 Council of International 
Schools (CIS) conference, which was held in Adelaide. This year’s theme was, “Interculturality Weaving the Tapestry 
for a Culturally Rich and Connected World” 
Attending a conference is always an honour and privilege. The staff and I who attended have prepared a presentation 
for the rest of the staff and School Council, below are some excerpts for everyone to share: 
 
 
 
Speaker:   George Savvides, World Vision  
Presentation Theme: Cross Cultural Challengers and Achieving Equity in Modern Times  

Key Takeaways Intended Actions 

It is imperative that schools are creative in how they 
prepare children for a world, which is filled with 
inequity.  

The light at the end of the tunnel may be the light we shine 
in schools, hence “service learning” initiatives and 
providing children with an emotional link as to why service 
learning is important is imperative.  

World Vision has implemented numerous programs 
that are making a considerable difference throughout 
the world such as bicycles for children in South Africa 
to use in order to get to and from school.  

Provide students with the opportunity to make an 
emotional connection to causes and the opportunity to 
fulfil them.  

We need to break the cycle of depredation and lack of 
education in third world countries. 

Ensure the planned and taught curriculum has a clear focus 
on developing a deep understanding of a truly world view. 

Leadership is imperative where “we lead a mission 
not an ambition” 

Schools have an imperative to continually focus on building 
staff capacity to lead and also develop leadership skills in 
children 

Truly successful programs give a “Hand Up” and not a 
“Hand Out”.  “Hand Outs” have a focus on raising 
money (bandaid solution) whereas “Hand Up” 
ensures a sustainable program through training of 
locals and other measures.   

Educate students on the difference between the two 
models.  
Develop Service Learning programs which use the Hand Up 
model.  Currently we have Jazz in year 6.  Are there any 
other opportunities that can be thought of?  Can this come 
from the learners? 
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Council of International Schools Conference  (Cont’d) 
 
Speaker:   Dr Kristin Alford 
Presentation Theme: Future Scenarios and Key Considerations to Leaning in an effective World   

Key Takeaways Intended Actions 

Time and how we see it. We think the changing of 
time occurs across months and years. In fact, it is the 
minute changes which tend to have a greater impact. 

In schools we need to use confetti time (small bits of time 
constructively). 
 

Stages of transition have had a major impact on 
education and employment such as: 

 Decreasing manufacturing – the number of low 
skilled jobs are also decreasing 

 Energy - less coal and prices increasing 

 Food - environmental impact on the availability of 
good and healthy food 

 Housing affordability is decreasing  

 Social media is impacting on democracy and the 
manner in which politicians connect with people 

Schools need to change the manner in which we teach to 
prepare students for an evolving world.  
 

In order to make a change, you need to stop 30% of 
what you are currently doing. 

This is a valuable insight to making changes in schools and 
life (in general). 

Future thinking, for an idea of the future to be 
innovative, it first must be ridiculous. 

How are we preparing the students to be innovative and 
out of the box thinkers?  
As school leaders, how are we being out of the box 
thinkers?  

 
 
Speaker:  Susan Close – Minister for Education and Child Development  

Key Takeaways Intended Actions 

3 Trends which are impacting on society: 
1. Computers, artificial intelligence and automation 

(future historians will see this stage as being a 
major time in history) 

2. Internationalism – we have never been so 
connected, however this may be causing fear, 
concern and hatred.  

3. Although the world is trending towards peace, we 
still have too much suffering and growing 
inequity. 

 
1. The introduction of STEAM and Coding is a positive 

step. Can we do even more at GWPS? 
2. We must embrace internationalism and use it to 

change the world for good. We need to focus on 
interpersonal and intercultural skills. The learning of 
languages and an understanding of cultures play an 
important part in breaking down barriers 

3. Service Learning opportunities and enabling students 
to passionately embrace change  

 
 
Speaker:  Dr Gerard Calnin (Melbourne University)  
Presentation Theme: Developing Leadership Capabilities For Global Education Contexts  

Key Takeaways Intended Actions 

The research behind the development of the capabilities of an effective global leader were shared, these are:- 

Cultural Intelligence consists of: 
1. Emotional intelligence  
2. Knowledge of various cultures  
3. Knowledge of self 

The Cultural Intelligence is a pivotal aspect of an effective 
teacher, staff member and leader. How well do we 
understand all of the cultures at GWPS?   
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Council of International Schools Conference  (Cont’d) 

Key Takeaways Intended Actions 

Leadership Intelligence 
consists of: 
1. Strategic Intelligence     
2. Pedagogical Intelligence 
3. Relational Intelligence 

4. Entrepreneurial 
Intelligence 

5. Cultural Intelligence 
6. Reflective Intelligence 
7. Heuristic Intelligence 

The newly developed leadership intelligences take 
leading to an even deeper level.  

Why capabilities - because humans are involved and we need 
to adapt. Skills are lower order whilst capabilities are higher 
order functions. It is important that leaders understand 
context, culture and locations in order to lead.  

We have invited Dr Gerard Calnin to develop a 
leadership program for all middle and senior 
leaders at GWPS. The program will align with this 
new research and will be implemented over a 
prolonged period of time in order to further build 
leadership capacity.  

 
International Science of Learning Conference  
Next week from Monday to Wednesday, Ms. Singh, Ms. Donald, Mrs. Tomecek, Ms. Tippet and I have the opportunity to 
attend the International Science of Learning Conference that is being held in Brisbane. We are really looking forward to 
this as this Conference links directly to the initiatives we have introduced at our school such as the Learning Pit, Error 
Alert, Growth Mindset, Productive Struggle etc. We look forward to sharing our new learning with everyone in our next 
newsletter.  

 
Vacation Care Program 
Once again our school will be implementing our very own Vacation Care (Holiday Care) program during the forthcoming 
holidays. Included in this newsletter is an overview of the program and the associated costs. Please be aware that ALL 
FAMILIES are entitled to a 50% rebate (which is not means tested) plus a further rebate which is determined by your 
family’s 2015-2016 annual taxable income. If you have any questions pertaining to the Vacation Care program please do 
not hesitate to contact or see Maddy (OSHC coordinator) or me at school.  
 
Reminders 
A reminder that tomorrow (Friday) is the final day of the term and the children will be dismissed at 2.30pm.   
As per usual, an assembly will be held outside the Early Learning Centre (weather permitting) beginning at approximately 
1:45 pm where the Principal Learning and also the Kiwanis Club’s Terrific Kids Awards for the term will be distributed. If it 
is too wet or cold, we will hold a modified assembly in the school hall. I look forward to seeing as many families as 
possible at our final assembly for the term. Naturally our After School Care Program will commence at 2:30 pm.  

 
CONGRATULATIONS TO THE FOLLOWING STUDENTS WHO RECEIVED A PRINCIPAL’S AWARD RECENTLY:  
1D   

 Chethiya for making amazing progress with his reading and writing 
2A 

 Mihika for writing the most beautiful card for my office  

 Aarushi for being a fabulous friend 
 Ryan and Oneja Grade 2A have been investigating the features of  

non-fiction texts. Some of their discoveries were the sub-headings  
which help to find out what the writing is about and to prime the  
reader and labels of photos to tell you more. They made made posters  
to share their learning. 

4D:   

 Arjun for building the most amazing 353 piece lego 
spaceship which took approx 3.5 hours to build 

4E 

 Ved for writing and amazing recount about the 
school concert  

 Gaviru for being a very supportive friend  

 

PRINCIPAL’S 

AWARD 
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Happy Birthday to the following children who celebrate their 
special day during September: 

 

Prep A: Sophie, Aleesha, Fin and Sanuk  
Prep B: Sashana     
Prep C: Aleesha  
Prep D: Sahiba     
Prep E: Shafin, Enya and Chenelle 
1A: Yenuli and Manroop    
1B: Aaron  
1D: Chathuka and Raywinn   
1E: Ronald and Melody 
2A: Birti, Bryle and Nicholas   
2B: Minuri, Nancy, Kaitlyn and Mia  
2C: Movindee and Saloni 
2D: Lushalu, Arya, Parnika and Peyton   
2E: Anuki 
3A: Grace   
3B: Mavishka, Angus, Suprit and Dhinuk 
3C: Shayden, Aeryn and Archit  
3D: Sithuli and Cao-Van 
4A: Uthum, Rosheen, Gautham and Sethmi 
4B: Ivan   
4C: Zainab, Anvi, Matthew and Bhaavi 
4D: Abbygail and Suhani   
4E: Chenitha, Summer and Brian  
5A: Rhea 
5B: Anthony and Dihein  
5C: Kavin, Emily and Binu 
5D: Cyril 
6A: Ananda  
6B: Tanay 
6C: Binadie and Kashyap 
6D: Sudam, Amaya and Allen 
6E: Kaveen, Anvita, Tharindu, Maheli and Isha  

 
I hope everyone has a wonderful, safe and happy Spring 
break and I look forward to seeing you on Monday 9th 
October, if not earlier. 
 
Frank Catalano 
Principal  
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The teachers and staff at GWPS would like to wish a sincere thank you, to the Glen Waverley Primary School Community for supporting 
our fabulous Junior and School Concerts, ‘Music Time Warp’! It was amazing to see so many families assisting our teachers and students, 

as they prepared and performed with gusto and tremendous talent on the night. Here are some student recounts  

 
Concert Recount  -  By Jeremy Dong 3D 

 
On Thursday the 31st of August at 5:30pm, our school concert started! The whole school and parents are very excited and happy, the 
concert is in Robert Blackwood Hall. 
There are 700 to 1000 people, our song is Yellow Submarine, and it is created in 1960s. There were two concerts: one is Junior and the 
other one is Senior. The teachers performed too! Their song is Ghost Busters and Cha Cha Swing. We are all wearing special costumes 
and everyone did a performance. All the parents watched. It is fun to perform, we were the second performance.  
 
Robert Blackwood Hall has a big stage, and back stage was different than I imagined. We wore a moustache, beard, black pants and 
yellow T-Shirt.  
When I am on the stage, I am a bit anxious: What happens if I do something wrong? But when our performance was over, I started to 
relax and thing: I can’t believe I did it!  
Robert Blackwood Hall is bigger than I imagined too! The Robert Blackwood Hall is higher than a three story house, I think! 
 
The Preps are first, then higher and higher… 
This is the best day of my life! 

 

Concert Recount  -  Akein Dombepola 3D 
 
On the 31st of August a very special event occurred. It was called the G.W.P.S School Concert! We had been practising our concert 
item a lot… 
 
This event took place in the Robert Blackwood Hall at 5:30. We entered the hall and signed in. We had a lot of time to relax because 
our concert started at 6:00. I was exhilarated!  
Our song was called Yellow Submarine by the Beatles, a famous band back in the old days. We were the second performance on the 
list. I was quite nervous backstage because of the pressure to perform in front of the gigantic crowd.  
Whew! I was so happy and I figured others were too. The whole school would perform and we would get to watch the Junior Concert. 
Our performance went great! No mishaps or mistakes. 3A and 3D were fantastic!  
 
All of the performances were amazing, the teachers were phenomenal! The Junior Concert Teachers did a song called ‘Ghostbusters’. 
Then it was time to sign out.  
 
I had to stay for the Senior Concert because my brother was performing ‘Jailhouse Rock’. They were incredible. The band reformed 
‘Riptide’. My favourite items were ‘Pop Mash-Up’ 2010 and ‘Beautiful Life’.  
The Senior School Concert Teachers did a song called ‘Cha Cha Swing’ and it was really catchy. Mr Laffy was great! 
Then Mr Catalano did the closing and congratulated all of the staff that worked hard to develop the concert. We all expected to go 
home. But we didn’t… because there was one more act they forgot to write up on the list! 
The school band played ‘Best Day of my Life” by American Authors and the whole school sang it. Then all of us clapped and signed 
out.  
Overall, my favourite point of the concert was that it was presented to the audience beautifully and was flawless.  

 

 



The “Kids’ Corner” section of our school newsletter provides the opportunity 

 for the children to showcase their talents or communicate something special   

 

The Kids Corner section of this fortnight’s newsletter have been written by 
Emma (Year 6). 

 
This semester Year 6 students have been learning to write historical fiction 
texts. They have learnt about the importance of integrating fact and fiction, 
and making sure they use a strong character to help tell the story. Below is 

an excerpt of Emma in 6A’s story. 

 

……….. 
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